#090 Mat Hold
Non-slip Floor Matting Underlay

Keeps Mats in Place on Loop Pile and Cut Pile Carpet or Hard Floor Surfaces

1) **What is Mat Hold?**
   Mat Hold is a 3/16” thick non-slip underlay that prevents floor mats from buckling, crawling, or moving on virtually any type of flooring. Mat Hold consists of two different polyester fibers needle-punched together and coated with a non-transferable dry adhesive on both sides.

2) **Will Mat Hold harm the floor surface in any way?**
   Mat Hold uses a water-based pressure sensitive adhesive that is repositionable and will not give a permanent bond to the floor. Mat Hold poses no risk of oxidation or discoloration and is completely harmless to carpeting or hard surface flooring. Additionally, Mat Hold is a 100% textile product with no rubber, latex, PVC, or foam that may dry out and crumble over time.

3) **What size does Mat Hold come in?**
   Mat Hold is stocked in 24” and 36” widths up to 100’ in length.

4) **How is Mat Hold applied?**
   Mat Hold has adhesive on both sides. The customer will simply need to place the material on the back and center of the mat.

   When used on a smooth floor, the dark side of the Mat Hold underlay should face down on the floor. When used on carpeting, the white side faces down on the carpet.  
   **(NOTE: The floor and back of the mat must be clean and dry before the Mat Hold can be applied)**

5) **How much Mat Hold should be used to prevent mats from moving?**
   Mat Hold has been tested on 3’, 4’ and 6’ wide mats. It does not need to completely cover the back of the mat:
   - Use 2’ wide Mat Hold on 3’ wide mats
   - Use 3’ wide Mat Hold on 4’ widths, and a combination of 2’ and 3’ wide Mat Hold on 6’ wide mats

   The overall length should equal the length of the mat minus 6” on each end.

   **DISCLAIMER:** Tests have indicated the effectiveness of Mat Hold in standard applications. We recommend a sample test when used in unusual applications or on unusual flooring surfaces.